Newsletter of the Durham FM Association

The
Next Meeting
Tuesday, August 1, 6:00 P.M.
Bullock’s BBQ
3330 Quebec Dr.
Durham, NC 27705

Program
Show – and – Tell & Elections
We will first hold our yearly election of
Board of Director Officers and At-Large
Members. That will only take a few
minutes so we will have time for the
always fun and informative Show – and –
Tell. Please bring something of interest
and plan on spending about 5 minutes
talking about it.

August 2017

Link
President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Who Am I? Who Are You?
If you are talking to yourself, those questions should
not be too hard. If you are responding to another’s
query of “Who are you?” then you may see their problem. When they are too shy or embarrassed to ask, then
that’s a big problem — one that I think we have.
This comes back to a theme I’ve addressed before.
Whenever we have newcomers at a meeting they face
that problem in spades. They need all of the help that
they can get. At our last DFMA meeting, there were
three people there for the first time. One joined the
DFMA that evening. Another had joined at RARSfest
but had never come to a meeting before. A third was a
visitor from the Durham County Emergency Operations
Center, as newly appointed Emergency Coordinator.
(Please say hello to new people!)
They all saw a pool of strangers. Many of you were
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wearing name tags to help them out. That is great! Some
time ago we instituted the policy that to get a ticket for
door prizes, you must have a ham tag. (We provide
stick-on ones for those who forgot.) We have gotten a bit
lax on “enforcement”, but anything to make it easier for
newcomers is a good thing. (Unfortunately, all too often,
we see visitors once and then never see them again.)
Our club has been growing. So there are probably a
number of you who don’t know everyone. This could be
a help for you too.
At Field Day this year, the heat made it easy to forget
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things like wearing a name tag. There are so many
other important things to be done! Again, it’s very
hard for new people (and for hams from OCRA
who are not DFMA members).
As an experiment, for the last year or so, I’ve personally made name tags for new members. By
making them in batches of eight, they are extremely inexpensive and I plan to continue. Sadly
I’ve already acquired quite a collection of unclaimed name tags because the new member never came back.
So, I’m asking you to please wear name tags. In
fact, I’ve got a deal for you. Even if you are not a
new member but don’t want to spend the money
or effort to buy one, I’ll make one for you — free.
In return, you have to promise me to bring them
to and wear them at DFMA meetings. Let me
know if you want to take advantage of this bargain offer.

73,

Dee

DFMA President
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

ELECTIONS

Elections To Be Held At Bullock’s on August 1

Our annual election of Officers and At-Large members will be held at our upcoming Bullock's dinner
meeting. The board has asked me to serve again this
year as the head of the nominating committee. I will
present the list of candidates at the August meeting.
The following individuals have already expressed a
desire to serve on the DFMA board and are candidates for the positions indicated.
Officer Candidates
President – Dee Ramm (KU4GC)
Vice President – Chuck Anoia (KW4KZ)
Treasurer – M.K. Ramm (W4MKR)
Secretary – Dan Eddleman (KR4UB)
Repeater Manager – Charlie Durst (NC4CD)
At-Large Member Candidates (in alphabetical order)
Paul Robertson (N2XZF)
David Vielbaum (KW4XL)
All the positions are currently unopposed; however,
nominations from the floor can be included as candidates for any available position on the board. John
Boone (KM4MDR) and Karen Snyder (KD4YJZ) will be
in the second year of their two-year At-Large terms.
There are two additional At-Large positions to be
filled this year
If there are any other members that would like to run
for a position on the board, please contact me at
phone# 919-260-3999 by July 31. As noted earlier,
nominations from the floor can be accepted, but I
would prefer to know in advance in case I need to
prepare paper ballots. Two DFMA members that are
not candidates will be selected at the meeting to tabulate the ballots (if necessary) and certify the election
results.
— 73, Skip, WB4P

The Link
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OCRA/DFMA FIELD DAY 2017 RESULTS
By

Dave Snyder, W4SAR
Field Day Coordinator

This past June 23 – 25, the DFMA and OCRA once
again operated under call sign W4EZ as a 9A Bat-

were getting busy. Seeing this, the CW operators
started working 10 meters as well, though origi-

tery operation for Amateur Radio Field Day. Despite challenges in both technology and environ-

nally they had not planned on it.

ment, we still managed to score 770 points more
than last year. So, our upward trend in points continues!

So how did we do? See the breakdown in the tables below. CW and Digital had more QSO’s than
last year, but Phone took a hit due to poor propagation and other issues. Fortunately, with CW and

We had a good turnout on that Friday, to commence setting up in advance of Field Day itself.
We had a lot of help, and since the weather was

Digital QSO’s being 2 points each, it made up for
the shortfall for Phone. For bonus points, we did
very well, getting all except for passing traffic via

hot, it was well appreciated. We were trying out a
full networking of the computers on site to enter

NTS. Everyone did a good job of helping with the
documentation for bonus points. In all, it was a

contacts into one master log, and preliminary testing looked promising. That evening, we had an
amazing potluck dinner, coordinated by John

great effort by the membership, and I think we
certainly have a good shot at staying in the top 10
rankings. As for retaining or bettering third place,

Boone and anchored by Wilson’s smoked pork
butts. The evening was capped with the digital

we will find out in November.

capture of the ARRL FD special bulletin, getting
us our first bonus points.

What can we do better next year? For one, though
everyone got campers or worked out of the MCU

On Saturday, the final preparations were made,

or barn instead of tents improving security from
the weather, we forgot one important issue. Not

lines were kayaked across the pond for the wire
beam antenna, final tests were done. At 2:00 pm,
we were off to the races! Things were going well,

one station was wheelchair accessible, denying
some members and perhaps visitors the ability to
operate. I will see to it that there will be some ac-

and then we hit our first challenge, a storm front
started coming through and with the threat of

cessibility next year. The attempt at networking
all stations for one log almost worked. All cap-

lightning, all stations were shut down from about
4:30 pm to 6:00 pm, losing us some QSO time. The
storm also delayed dinner setup and cut down on

tains were trained (special thanks to Bruce,
N1LN) on using the N1MM logger. The network
was tested; all stations were on the network.

dinner attendance.

However, problems were encountered when the
stations attempted to synchronize the logs. In the

Operations continued mostly through the night,
and on Sunday morning, everyone was working
hard until Field Day ended at 2:00 pm. The 10 meter band, which was dead on Saturday, blew wide
open after sunrise and the 10 meter phone ops

The Link

end, there was no complete master log. Instead,
every computer had a partial log with their own
contacts and only some of the contacts on other
computers. In order to make sure no contacts
were lost, I had to concatenate all the partial logs,
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eliminate duplicates, re-order everything chronologically, and then compare the new log to text

at the end to assist on-site with the meal setup.
We really need to have an active committee next

files from each computer to fix any remaining errors. Hopefully, next year we’ll have the syn-

year to work on food procurement, setup, cooking
and clean up if we want to keep the on-site

chronicity licked. Lastly, we need to do a better
job getting more people on board for logistics for
the on-site meals (dinner Saturday, breakfast Sun-

cooked meals. We’ll be working on that.

day). Lad, W4ORD stepped up to spearhead this.
It proved to be quite a lot to put on one person,
especially since he was also band captain for 20M
Phone. Fortunately, several members stepped up

Table 1
QSO’s & Points
Band

CW

Digi

Phone

80

219

125

40

431

85

20

377

74

15

227

126

10

116

37

spoke to had a great time — and they are already
looking forward to next year! 73

Table 2

Table 3

Bonus Points

Total Points

Bonus

Type

Points

900

CW Total

93

Media Publicity

100

Digital Total

1,590

62

Public Location

100

Phone Total

2,220

Public Info. Table

100

Bonus Total

2,250

NTS Message

100

W1AW FD Message

100

Satellite QSO

100

Natural Power QSO

100

Elected Official Visit

100

Served Agency Visit

100

Youth Participation (5)

100

Total QSO’s

1,370

159

444

QSO Points

2,740

318

444

Pwr. Multiplier

13,700

1,590

2,220

Web Submission

Field Day Total

13,700

19,760

50

Educational Activity

100

Social Media

100

Safety Officer

100

Total Bonus Points

The Link

Points

100% Emergency Pwr.

1

Satellite

But overall, it was again a capital effort by the two
clubs, and despite the challenges, most everyone I

2,250
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about, but this thing was unusual. Instead of one
big power transformer, it had TWO. More on that
later. Furthermore, it showed some really sloppy
construction, with wires going all sorts of ways
and some of its transformers lying loose in an inverted chassis under the RF deck. But it was not
all bad. There were indeed lots of perfectly fine
components, nicely assembled. It’s my theory that
someone built a nice amp, some decades ago
(Decades because the hard rubber caster wheels
had gone severely flat, on the bottom, and the
rack did not roll well at all!), and that some much

My New Amplifier

less skilled person hacked it up with later “improvements”. We’ll look at some of the bad and

Why do I keep wearing myself out on amplifiers?
It’s probably inertia from when I was starting out
and wanted more power than my 25W novice rig

some of the good, and then summarize my efforts
to get the good to outweigh the bad, after an inordinate amount of work. Playing forensic inves-

provided. They seem simple and I should definitely move on to smaller things that teach me

tigator is half the fun. What was it? Was it well
built? What was done later and why? Does it re-

more and are easier to pick up. They sing a Siren’s
song, however, and have many subtle aspects not
discussed in your average QST article. Or maybe

semble anything found in books or magazines?

I’m just lazy! I don’t actually use them all that
much, so the payoff is limited to the pleasure of
conquering the unexpected.
Anyhow, I was lured into the most recent amplifier adventure when someone to whom I was selling some old transmitters said, casually, “I have
an old amplifier with some big tubes in it, perhaps we could make it part of the deal. It looks
messy, but you may want some of the components.” Well, who could resist an opportunity like
that? We agreed on a value for the amp and sealed
the deal, by email, of course. Neither of us had
seen the other’s stuff. Then it took about six
months for my buyer to work out a way to get up
here from out east somewhere, maybe Wendell or
some such far away city.
WOW, did I get a shock. He said the amp (came
with a power supply) was “heavy”. I’m used to
heavy, because of all the LOM stuff you’ve read

The Link

Picture 1 — Here’s what came in.
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Can you see the two nice filament transformers
lying loose in the little tray under the RF deck?
They are of high quality, potted and sealed
against moisture, and even have several taps on
their primaries to adjust their output as required
by the input line voltage and tube filament current. Later we’ll hear why they are loose, but for
now just observe that their primaries are fed with
very small hookup wire and their outputs connected to the tubes above with scraps of Romex
house wire. There’s nothing wrong with Romex,
just that it’s poorly soldered and not long enough
to let the transformers rest in a reasonable position. The red thingy? That’s the high voltage rectifier, stacks of diodes on little heat sinks, from
when reverse Voltage ratings aren’t what they are
now. And did you catch the classy piece of ruler

Picture 2 — Antenna relay mounted in a wooden box.

holding up the back of the RF deck? It has the
Golden Rule printed on it, but since the top two

at a 50 Ohm output, but it’s unusual to have controls on the back side of a 2500V device. To the

inches are missing the Golden Rule is truncated.
Hopefully we all remember it and even try to follow it. And the BIG grey thing? That’s the root of

right is the auxiliary plate tuning cap, also installed to take the amp to lower frequencies than

a lot of evils and a significant weight contributor.
Someone, likely the second or third owner, obtained that monster CAPACITOR somewhere and
decided it would be a nice addition to the amplifier rack. Nice, yes, but it’s a 5000V capacitor and
the voltage involved is about 2500, so it’s overkill,
to say the least. I say the guy “obtained” it, mean-

originally intended. It’s even closer to the high
voltage points!
Behind the big capacitor are the power supply
components. Pretty boring stuff, but potentially
exciting. A major contributor to the weight of the
rack was the TWO MASSIVE power transformers.

ing scrounged, since it cost a couple hundred
bucks, maybe more! Which brings us back to the
filament transformers. They are up in the little
tray because they had to be taken off the power
supply chassis to make room for the big capacitor!
In Picture 2 you can also see the fine antenna relay
mounted in the little wooden box. Nothing really
amiss there, but the wood is unusual in this kind
of equipment. And don’t overlook the old AM
broadcast radio capacitor with the big pulley on
the front. It’s an add-on loading capacitor in the
pi network output circuit. The RF voltage is low

The Link

Picture 3 — Power transformer.
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They deserve a little attention. Why two? Because
he had them, I expect, and maybe because they

The power supply was another story. Auto ignition wire, the kind with a metal conductor, is fine,

are only rated at about 1000 Watts and he wanted
to run more. The interesting thing about them is

but it’s not fine for the high current going to the
primaries of power transformers! It’s also not a

their weight, at least 40 lb., and their LOW power
rating. They are quintessential government jobs,
weighing, and costing, several times what was

good practice to have your high voltage rectifier
hanging in your rack by a string. So once the supply was lifted onto the bench (I shouldn’t have),

necessary. The cases are OIL FILLED, so maybe
there was some special requirement for high alti-

major surgery started, on the supply. Remember
the two big transformers? Even though I was

tude operation or such. More on them later, when
we get to the rejuvenation part of the story.

shooting for a minimal redo, they were just too
heavy, so I added two more strings of diodes to
change from full wave to bridge rectification. Yes,

I could go on, but you get the idea and Skip is going to cut me off if I don’t get going. In my usual
adolescent way, I told Dee Anne that I’d do the

this increases the load on the transformer, compared to using two, but I could tell they were se-

minimum necessary and try the monster out in “a
day or two”. Lied again. There was no need to

riously overbuilt. I’ve now run the one in the
“new” supply at nearly 100% overload for over an
hour. It didn’t warm up at all! I also did away

hurry, but I had a major objective of testing the
two big tubes that came along in the deal. They
rode here in the amp, which was horizontal in the

with the monster capacitor and mounted two reasonably sized ones (3000V rating). When the big

back of an SUV and didn’t get broken by any of
the loose components, so I considered them spe-

capacitor was removed, what ho, there were the
mounting holes for the filament transformers!
They were mounted and terminal strips were in-

cial. Yes, I could have tested them in another amp
in ten minutes…Well, counting the actual work
and some wasted time misusing some test

stalled for all the various inputs and outputs. The
heavy filament current, 5V, 30A required extra

equipment, the constructive part of this project
took at least 30 hours!
I’ll summarize a lot and explain some in detail.
The RF deck had been well made, originally, so all
I had to do there was clean up sloppy wiring, like
the wires going through the aluminum chassis
with no grommets to protect them. Not a big deal,

thought because the run to the RF deck is nearly a
yard. With the filament transformers set to max
output and four runs of 10ga wire in the circuit,
the voltage at the tubes is just right.
After three days or so, things were looking up. I
could see that the light at the end of the tunnel
was not a train. The major challenge of the

except for the 2500V line, but I added terminal
strips for terminating everything, including the

project, not very major, was setting the tuning of
the amp output for 40 meters, where I wanted to
test. Since I had a roller coil, with no turns

high current filament supply coming from the
power supply. The copper and brass contact surfaces of the roller coil needed major cleaning, be-

counter, of course, not the usual band switch, I
decided to set the capacitors and then adjust the

cause of many years sitting idle. The broadcast
radio capacitor was severely bent, likely in transport, so it had to go.

The Link

coil accordingly. The pi network component values are set by the plate resistance of the tubes and
the output impedance one wants to match. It’s a
big deal to do, with troublesome math, but our
wonderful Handbook makes it easy, as do the
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several handy calculators on the web. I prefer the
book and recommend it to you. The label on the
plate tuning cap has long ago worn off, so I had to
run a few numbers to estimate its capacity, but
from then on it was just set the two caps according to the helpful graphs in the Handbook and
tune the roller coil for resonance. There were a
couple of false starts. I learned that the amp will
not work with no high voltage connected. I also
learned that unusual smells in the LOM can come
from overheated oil in the dummy load! No, it
didn’t boil over.
So how did it do, you are wondering, or have you
gone back to lusting after Vanna? Well, it “works”
as well as it can. With the big tubes, I’ve had it up
to about 1200W input. Unfortunately, the high
voltage is only about 2300 at that input and the
tubes are not operating efficiently. They need at
least 3000V to really sing. Also, unfortunately, this
is a grounded grid, cathode driven linear amp,
destined to have modest efficiency and require a

Picture 4 — Rear view of the refurbished amp.

lot of drive power. Grounded grid operation is
popular because it requires very few components
and is inherently stable, parasitics wise. And since
most everyone has 100W rigs anyway, the drive
requirement is not an issue. Compare this amp,
with a gain of about 8dB (factor of six) to my grid
driven amp with gain of about 22dB (factor of
171) and you’ll see what I mean. A KX3 will drive
the grid driven amp to over a KW, with excellent
linearity!
Picture 4 shows the refurbed amp, from behind
again. Doesn’t look much better, but nothing is
suspended. All the wiring is just hanging for temporary testing. It will clean up nicely. Picture 5 is
the front view, showing the Watt meter, tuner to
match the input, and the old Icom 735 used for
excitation (drive). The Variac variable transformer
sets the high voltage level. It’s good to have for
limiting smoke if there is a problem at startup.

The Link

Picture 5 — Front view of the refurbished amp.
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Picture 6 shows it with smaller tubes, running
hard, 1KW input. Keep your hands out!

THROW⬅BACK
ADVERTISEMENT
This month we are debuting a new feature
called “Throwback Advertisement”. This
month’s throwback ad comes from the Foreign
Radio Amateur Callbook Magazine Winter
1962–63. In today’s dollars that 1962 price of
$650 would be over $5,200! Look how nicely
that sleek design fits under the dash of the car.
You can zoom in to read the specifications.
Picture 6 — Up and running!

So what’s next? I’m going to build tuned circuits
and install them, with a switch, to convert to grid
driven. I’ll likely try a voltage doubler in the
power supply, to get the voltage up where it
“ought” to be. I hope to find a turns counting dial
for the coil. So changing bands will be easier.
The most amusing thing about the project was
when I trolled the web for data on using the 4-400
tubes in grounded grid (they are tetrodes connected as triodes), I turned up a tech note from
Eimac, their maker, on just such operation (link
here). When I printed it, three pages, the printer
kept going and going. I thought it had gone wild
with Windows, but lo, following the stuff I wanted were 20 more pages of related material. At the
end was the original construction article about my
amp, with pictures! The original builder did a
good job of copying and mine looks much like the
one in the article.
Come over to the LOM and see it, if you like, or
talk to me on 40. It gets good audio reports! 73

The Link
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I was a member of my elementary school’s Safety Patrol in West Palm Beach, Florida. Each year the sixth
grade Safety Patrols had the opportunity to travel by
Amtrak to Washington D.C. for a five-day field trip. It
was very educational and a great deal of fun. We traveled with just a few chaperons and slept one night on
the train as we traveled from south Florida up to D.C.
While in D.C. we stayed in a hotel for two nights and
toured the area via bus during the day. We got to visit
most of the monuments and museums, including the
Marine Corps War Memorial seen in the picture.
These field trips for my home town safety patrollers
date back almost 70 years and continue to this day.
73, Skip, WB4P

Last month’s mystery ham is revealed below. Can you
identify this month’s mystery club member on the
right in the picture above? And for extra credit, can
you identify the celebrity on the left?

upcoming

If you have a picture from your early days in radio, or
just an early picture of yourself, please consider
sending it to the editor for a future newsletter.

EVENTS
mark your calendars

So — Who is it?

Last month’s mystery ham was me, your editor Skip
Proctor, WB4P.

✦

8/1

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

8/12 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 10:00 a.m.

✦

8/12 Fayetteville CFARS SwapFest, 8:00 a.m.–12:00
p.m. (Info Link)

✦

8/14 OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

8/15 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

9/5

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.
For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org

The picture was taken in 1969 during a school Safety
Patrol field trip to Washington D.C. This was around
the time I got my first license — WN4ZLG.

The Link
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1980 DFMA MEMBERSHIP LISTING
By Dee Ramm, KU4GC
A couple of months ago, Dick, WA2ROC, donated some
items to the DFMA that he had received from a ham’s
estate. This included some vintage equipment that Wilson,
W4BOH, was able to sell for the club. It also included a
few paper items that I held on to. The most interesting
was a 1980 DFMA membership listing. It showed that in
1980, when the DFMA was only nine years old, it had
about 137 members and included names, calls, and
addresses. A number of them are still active. They
are:
Banks Anderson W4OFZ
Roger Barr N4GF
Charles Caldwell WD4CLT
Charlie Durst WA4WTX (now NC4CD)
Lee Durst WA4HYL
Sidney Edward W4WQM
James Langley WB4YYY
Terry Moore WD4CEE
James Weldon WA4OPI
Andy Yates WD4KIL
Two of them have not (yet) renewed for this year (why quit
now?). The last, Andy, is an active OCRA member; some of you
may have seen him hard at work at Field Day.
If you should see any of these people, thank them for helping
make the DFMA the strong club that is is today. Without their
pioneering efforts 37 years ago there might not be a DFMA today.

Board Meeting

MINUTES
DFMA Board Minutes – 6/20/2017 Charlie,

KW4KZ – Vice President; MK, W4MKR – Treasurer;
Charlie, NC4CD – Repeater Manager;
Mark – KR3AM and Karen – KD4YJZ – Board
Members; Dave, W4SAR – Field Day Coordinator; Mary – XYL of KW4KZ.

NC4CD, recording minutes for absent KR4UB.
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham, NC

Absent: Dan, KR4UB – Secretary; Board Members

Attending: Dee, KU4GC – President; Chuck,

John, KM4MDR and Michael, KK4EIB; Jack,
KM4MBG – DurHamfest Chairman.

The Link
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REPORTS

Buy✦Sell✦Trade

President: Dee, KU4GC, called the meeting to
order at 7 pm with the call for officer reports.
Minutes of the last Board and Regular meeting
were passed out.
Vice President: The July Meeting program will
feature Ed Fong in a live Skype program from
California. Ed will be talking about his new
triband antenna design. DFMA had a similar live

For Sale
Coax
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a
bulk order of 1000’ of LMR-400 equivalent coax
and is selling it for 45¢/ft. There was still some
available as of the newsletter publication date.
Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com.

webinar on Ed’s monoband and duoband antennas a few years ago.

Club Items For Sale

Treasurer: MK, W4MKR, presented the treasurer’s report and membership status report. DFMA
currently has 108 paid members.

DFMA has the following donated items for sale:

Secretary: Absent.

Ameritron AWM-30 peak reading swr/watt meter.
Asking $95

Repeater Manager: A High-Temperature alarm
was received from the Hillsborough repeater
building. A trip to Hillsborough revealed a
strange noise being made by the small window
air conditioner. It was also not providing any cool
air. The unit was installed in October of 2006 and
ran continuously 24 x 7 for eleven years. An identical 5000 BTU unit was purchased at Lowe’s at a
cost of $123 and was installed at the site. Hopefully, the replacement will last for another eleven
years.
The addition of 82.5 Hz. PL on the Hillsborough
147.225 and the TV Hill 145.45 and 444.10 re-

RS PRO-2044 VHF-UHF scanner.
Asking $42

MFJ-921 VHF dual band tuner (144/220).
Asking $42
Ramsey HR40C 40m all mode receiver kit.
Asking $15.
Ramsey AA7C all band active antenna kit.
Asking $19
Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

peaters has been delayed into July.
Field Day: Dave, W4SAR, reported that 53 had
signed up for the pot luck dinner at Field Day.
Set-up will begin at 8 am on Friday. Skip will provide a sandwich platter at 1130 on Friday to provide fuel for the hard-working set-up crew. Band
captains will be bringing PC’S to be networked
for logging at Field Day. Dee will be teaching
members how to program HT’s with special emphasis on PL tones for the upcoming changes to

The Link

the Hillsborough and TV Hill repeaters. This will
get bonus points for educational activities at Field
Day. Dave will be operating a digital station using
PSK31.
A motion was made and passed for DFMA to pay
for the porta-potty, and half of the costs of Wilson’s liability insurance for Field Day operating
on his property and a $100 gift for Wilson’s XYL
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for putting up with a yard full of hams for Field
Day weekend. The rest of these expenses are paid

Club Meeting

MINUTES

by OCRA.
DurHamFest: Dee reported an early calculation of
a profit on the DurHamFest of $821.35. A total of
283 tickets were sold but only 265 were in the
ticket barrel. Attendance was down ten to 15 persons compared to last year. Our ad did not make
the SERA Journal so a refund will be requested.

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 07/18/2017 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Bar B Cue, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; WB4P, Skip; W4BOH,

Karen reported that all 12 candidates that took
exams in the VE session passed.

Wilson; W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC, Dee; KK4QDZ,
Bill; KK4EIB, Michael; N8BR, Bill; NC4CD, Char-

Elections: Elections of DFMA Officers and Directors will occur in August. The following officers

lie; KD4YJZ, Karen; W4SAR, Dave; KW4KZ,
Chuck & Mary; KJ4MDB, Bill; KA5JUJ, Martin;
KA1HPM, Nick; W4JWA, Jim; N2XZF, Paul;

agreed to repeat: Dee Ramm -KU4GC: President;
Chuck Anoia –KW4KZ: VP; Dan Eddleman –
KR4UB: Secretary; MK Ramm-W4MKR: Treasur-

KR3AM, Mark; NA4VY, Dave; KW4XL, Dave &
Felicia; KB4DKY, Scott; Taylor Davis; KM4MBG,

er; Charlie Durst –NC4CD: Repeater Manager.
John Boone-KM4MDR and Karen Snyder-KD4YJZ

Jack; KF4PAB, Lenore; W4ORD, Lad; W4PEL,
Pete; KF4NTC Bob & Rena; KF4KHR, Jimmy;
KN4EOO, Rick; N4RME, Frank; KM4LKN, Detlev.

have one year remaining as Director. Two additional At-Large Board members will be named to
run for the offices. Additional nominations will be

A total of 34 attending, 30 of them hams.

accepted, preferably with the nominee’s consent.
Skip – WB4P is in charge of the nominating com-

President: Dee opened the meeting at 7 pm with
introductions followed by the call for officer reports.

mittee.
July Meeting: The July meeting will be on the
third Tuesday, July 18 at Bullock’s. The first Tuesday is July 4 and Bullock’s is closed for two weeks
in that period.

Announcements
Skip, WB4P reported that for the August elections,
there is a full slate of nominees, but if anyone else
is interested in running for office, please call him
at the phone number given at the meeting.

DFMA Website: The DFMA website has been
moved to a new web server and is a work-inprogress. It looks great. Check it out. DFMA.org.
The meeting was adjourned at 805 pm.

Show & Tell (better yet..Giveaway) – Dan,
KR4UB brought a number of 1 year old, but essentially unused “C” size batteries for give away.
These came out of a security device that requires
back-up batteries to be installed, even though it is
powered from a larger uninterruptible power system.
DFMA Link “Who is it?” – Dee solicited guesses
of the identity of the club member in the July The
Link newsletter mystery photo. Lenore, KF4PAB

The Link
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correctly guessed that it is Skip, WB4P. Skip’s
photo was taken in 1969 while standing in front of

Door Prizes – Door prize winners were Mark,
KR3AM - $25 ARRL Gift Certificate; Bill, KJ4MDB

the Iwo Jima Marine Corp Memorial, during his
6th grade class trip Washington, DC.

- Volt Ohm Meter; and Jimmy, KF4KHU - Screwdriver set.

REPORTS

Program Presentation

Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ solicited sug-

The program presentation was by Ed Fong

gestions for speaker candidates and topics for future club meeting presentations.

WB6IQN on his newly designed 2M/1.25M/70cm
tri-band antenna. This was the second presenta-

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR At present there are 112
members with dues current.

tion by Ed by video teleconference to DFMA from
his QTH in California. This was a two screen presentation, one live with the video and voice of Ed

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB Nothing to report.

and, the second screen with Ed’s presentation
charts. Thanks again to Mark, KR4AM for his

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported
that the IRLP reflector/internet problem has finally been resolved at the Hillsborough repeater site,
thanks to Lowell, KK4PH. Lowell found a used
DSL modem locally, that when plugged in, came
right up and correctly implements the port forwarding needed for the IRLP reflector operation.
Field Day & VE Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR reported that the next VE test session will be on
August 12th, 10 AM at the Orange EOC in Hills-

technical work to make this presentation possible.
Ed, first licensed in 1968, is currently on the faculty of University of California Santa Cruz, where
he teaches the RF Wireless Communications
course and I/O Design Fundamentals.
ARES/RACES/FEMA deployment requirements
were the driving force for the design of this antenna. The requirements were:

borough.

• The antenna must be easy to erect during an
emergency, for example no radials that get hung
up when attempting to pull the antenna up in

For Field Day, while there were some issues with

trees or a structure by rope.
• Low cost, far less than typical commercially

the networked logging, the log results have been
tallied and sent to the ARRL. The contact results
were 1370 CW, up by about 200; 159 digi, up by 9;
and 444 phone, down by 180, giving a point total
of 17, 510 points. With bonus points the final total

available antennas.
• Good performance
• Five to six foot maximum length
• Single feed line for 2M, 1.25M and 70cm

was 19,760 points.

Ed went into some detail of the issues with multi-

Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – Jack,

band antennas operating on fundamental and 3rd
harmonics, namely loss when using traps and out

KM4MBG awarded the DFMA “LID” to Mark,
KR3AM for his service on the DFMA board and
for the audio/video/internet technical support he
has provided at DFMA meetings to make remote
presentations such as the antenna presentation by
Ed Fong possible from his QTH in California.

The Link

of phase currents. In addition 1.25M is not harmonically related to 2M and 70cm frequencies.
Both these issues must be addressed if satisfactory
gain levels are to be achieved on all three frequencies. In Ed’s new triband antenna, the TBJ-1, a ¼
wave decoupling stub is used instead of a trap to
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electrically isolate the 2m antenna length not required for 70 cm operation. At 2M and 70cm

transformer. And all this still fits inside the ¾”
Class 200 PVC pipe used as the outer structure.

bands the triband antenna is a half-wavelength
end-fed vertical dipole, and at the intermediate

Further details are available in the abstract of Ed’s
patent 9,608,336 at http://www.miklor.com/

1.25M band, the antenna is a half-wavelength center-fed vertical dipole.

COM/Fong/TBJ1-pat_9608336.pdf.

The method used to accommodate 2M & 70cm
antenna requirements, yet include the non-harmonically related 1.25M requirement is based on
the observation that magnetic fields radiating
from a circular ring shape hugs the perimeter of
the ring and is not affected by a metallic object
passing through the center of the ring. This principle permits use of a helical loop impedance
transformer to couple energy for 1.25M operation,
without being affected by the 2M/70cm conduc-

Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.
Credits:
“Who is it” feature photo courtesy of the mystery
club member to be revealed next month.
Last month’s “Who is it” photo and patch picture
courtesy of the revealed mystery club member,
WB4P.
Field Day logo courtesy of the ARRL.
Throwback ad comes from the Foreign Radio Amateur
Callbook Magazine Winter 1962–63.
All other photos courtesy of the article author or
editor unless otherwise noted.

tor passing through the center of the impedance
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